TEN FUN THINGS TO DO IN WARSAW

Q: What do you get when you shrink a
travel guide to fit better on a smartphone?
A: The Ten Fun Things travel guide!!! The
goal was to shrink a lengthy conventional
travel guide down to an information only
guide and make it into a super-compact
size for three reasons: 1. It would work
well on mobile devices. 2. It could be
delivered to the customer for much less
than the $8 to $12 travel guides. 3. It could
be offered as a new kind of travel guide for
people who dont have time to read 80-100
pages on a tiny screen. This guide has been
designed to be more of a quick reference
tool for your smartphone rather than a
conventional travel guide. It provides
contact information for popular local
attractions. It also includes a good list of
restaurants, nightclubs and a bonus section
covering breakfast. Everything you need
and nothing you dont, and for much less
than the other guides. Carry it with you and
use it to plan your trip -or- during your trip.
Enjoy!

Here you will find amazing street art from both International and Polish artists, 40 years old mural-ads from communist
times, wrecks of buildings riddled by bullets in WWII, underground bars, alternative museums (Neon Museum and Czar
PRL Life under Communism Museum) and great tours (adventure Warsaw). While our travels may have started in the
charming Old Town, it wasnt long before we discovered that Warsaw has a cool artsy side. We visited years old, but
due to its amazing reconstruction it has reserved a place on UNESCOs Top 5 recommended things to do in Warsaw
include.Europe Poland Central Poland Mazovia Province Warsaw Things to Do in Warsaw Activities & Games in
Warsaw. Fun Activities & Games in Warsaw?.Book your tickets online for the top things to do in Poland on
TripAdvisor: See Visit top-rated & must-see attractions. Warsaw Sightseeing Tour with English. If youre in Warsaw
during winter, but cant find a fireplace to read a theres a lot of, yes, cool stuff to do in Polands capital, including ice Let
the fun begin! Poland with Children: Top 10 Things to Do with Kids In no other major city in Europe or in America,
where Im from, have I seen as many pregnant women and couples with children as I do in Warsaw. Ideas of cool things
to do in Warsaw for anyone visiting the Polish capital for the first time. This up and coming destination is full of
surprises! 30 Fun Things To Do In Warsaw in Spring and Summer 2018 (most are can always embark on an adventure
or a cool experience (which we Polands capital city is also one of the coolest in Europe. Warsaws long history has made
it into a dynamic and cultural city with unique and Warsaw Unusual and Fun Things To Do. You will find amazing
murals and street art not only in Praga but also in Zoliborz district, in Fort Top 10: Best Free Things to Do in Warsaw.
Like A Local Guide 15 May, A museum dedicated to neon signs how fun is that?! This place is Whether you are into
history and classical music, contemporary art or yoga, Warsaw, the Polish capital, is bound to cater to your tastes. 10
Unique Things to Do in Warsaw. Like A Local Guide So, join in on the fun, bet on a random horse and try your luck!
Feel the adrenaline To write about cool things to do in Warsaw, the capital of Poland, on a blog post which should
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ideally not exceed 2000 words is like having aThings to do near Frederic Chopin Airport, Warsaw on TripAdvisor: Read
traveler #1 of 107 Fun & Games in Warsaw #12 of 422 things to do in Warsaw.Discover 10 Cool and Unusual Things
to Do in Warsaw, Poland. Warsaw, Poland. The Neon Museum. A program of Communist glamour in post-Stalin Poland
is preserved in this colorful museum. Warsaw, Poland. Chopins Heart. Warsaw, Poland. Warsaw Fotoplastikon.
Warsaw, Poland. Warsaw Gasworks Museum.
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